ABSTRACT Segment-tree (ST) based cost aggregation algorithm for stereo matching successfully integrates the information of segmentation with non-local cost aggregation framework. The tree structure which is generated by the segmentation strategy directly determines the final results for this kind of algorithms. However, the original strategy performs unreasonable due to its coarse performance and ignores to meet the disparity consistency assumption. To improve these weaknesses we propose a novel segmentation algorithm for constructing a more faithful ST with enhanced segmentation advantage according to a robust initial over-segmentation. Then we implement non-local cost aggregation framework on this new ST structure and obtain improved disparity maps. Performance evaluations on all 31 Middlebury stereo pairs show that the proposed algorithm outperforms than other five state-of-the-art aggregated based algorithms and also keeps time efficiency.
algorithm [9] which introduced segmentation information into non-local cost aggregation framework and was reported to perform better than MST based algorithm. More recently, a Cross-Scale framework has also been proposed for improving some existing local and non-local aggregated based algorithms [10, 11] .
For ST based algorithm, the tree structure is directly determined by the segmentation strategy. However, the original strategy performs too relaxed at the beginning of grouping pixels into segments and too constrained at last, which inevitably leads coarse performances on initial segmentation results. More importantly, these imperfect segments weakly match the disparity consistency assumption where the pixels are more likely to share similar disparities and get higher supported weights for each other in one natural segment. That means the original ST based algorithm limitedly utilize the segmentation advantage while implementing non-local cost aggregation framework.
The main contributions to our work are we propose a novel segmentation strategy and effectively employ it into ST based algorithmic framework. The most praiseworthy thing is the improved ST based algorithm not only achieves better results but also keeps time efficiency. This paper is organized as the following. We firstly have a brief review of original ST based algorithm. Then a novel segmentation strategy is proposed for constructing a more faithful ST structure. Based on this new tree structure, we implement the non-local cost aggregation and yield superior results. Performance evaluations on all 31 Middlebury stereo pairs with other five state-of-the-art aggregated algorithms are evaluated in experimental section. We draw a conclusion at the last section.
2. SEGMENT-TREE BASED ALGORITHM Based on the main idea of [12] , ST based algorithm performs two connected neighbored pixels with one edge and computes the color dissimilarity as the tree's weight on the whole graph. Each edge weight connects a pair of neighbored pixels s and r can be computed as:
For a color image I, the edge weight ) , ( r s ω is the maximum value estimated from three RGB channels.
In ST based algorithm, the final aggregated cost
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value d with the color-gradient based method [13, 14] and
denotes the supported weight from p to any pixel I q  on a unique path P(p,q) of the tree; D(p,q) denotes the weights summation of (1) on P(p,q), σ is a parameter of userspecified. It is clear that the best supported weight S(p,q) is related to the minimum of D(p,q), which determines the aggregated results of (2) . At the same time, from (3) we can infer that the pixels lie far from or dissimilar to p would not receive relative larger supported weights.
The procedures of constructing the ST structure can be illustrated as in Fig.1 . For the sake of simplicity, we only use four nodes to exhibit. In initialization step ( Fig.1 (a) ), all the pixels are treated as subtrees on the graph; and for all pairs of subtrees' connected weights which satisfied as:
Two subtrees would be connected as a new larger subtree in grouping step ( Fig.1 (b) ). Where Int(T p ) and |T p | denote the maximum edge weight and the region size of subtree T p respectively; k is a user specified parameter. It is easily to infer that the ST structure is directly determined by (4). After grouping step, a linking step is enforced to integrate each subtree into a whole ST structure ( Fig.1 (c) ). Then the tree-based non-local cost aggregation can be implemented on it. The same as in [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] 15] , the intermediate two-pass cost aggregation on a tree structure can be represented as:
Where Pr(p) denotes the parent of pixel p. After that, WTA strategy is enforced as disparity computation for obtaining the initial results. This is called ST-1 algorithm.
V1 V2
V3 V4 Further an enhanced strategy of color-depth weight is employed after ST-1 algorithm. The main idea behind this is to introduce depth information into weight function and rebuild the ST structure. The jointed color-depth weight can be represented as:
Where algorithm. With the color-depth weight, an enhanced ST is constructed and the non-local cost aggregation is also implemented. According to the second enforcement of WTA strategy, ST-2 algorithm is performed. At last, with the disparity refinement, final results are yielded. 3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM As mentioned above we can infer that the ST structure directly determines the final result of non-local cost aggregation. That means the segmentation algorithm plays an important role for constructing the ST structure and provides segmentation advantage while implementing nonlocal cost aggregation. However, in formula (4) the original segmentation algorithm generally performs underwhelming due to the following drawbacks: Firstly, k does not control the desired region size very well. A large k leads to a much relaxed threshold at the beginning of grouping and performs under-segmentation regions with inconsistent boundaries. On the contrary, a small k performs better at the beginning of grouping but inevitably leads to consistent oversegmentation and too many boundaries. In this circumstance, small segments with too few pixels would not reach relative effective supported weights from neighbors. That means too many small segments could lead the non-local aggregation trap into "localization". Secondly, as the region size |T| grows, the term k/|T| decreases dramatically which becomes increasingly unreliable for discriminating between regions of the same type. At the same time, when |T| increases, the connecting decision function would perform much too constrained. It will break the homogeneous regions into different segments and contrary to the disparity consistency assumption. More importantly, while implementing nonlocal cost aggregation on this imperfect ST structure would lead the substandard utilization of segmentation advantage.
Based on the reasons we have mentioned above, an algorithm is proposed for constructing a new ST structure. In our implementation, the connected decision function can be formulated as follows:
Here we choose k as 0.02. We perform the algorithm mainly on the following two considerations: For one thing, the proposed algorithm begins with a more constrained threshold while grouping. Compared with original larger k (k=1200 in original segmentation algorithm), this choice of k keeps most of the boundaries are coincident with true region borders. For another thing, with the increasing of the region size |T|, the proposed segmentation algorithm performs a more relaxed threshold. It could enforce more similar regions merged and perform more compatible with disparity consistency assumption. Due to these reasons, the proposed algorithm could provide enhanced segmentation advantage. Moreover, in order to prevent the fast increasing of region size |T|, we also perform a square root of it. In general, the proposed algorithm provides a constrained threshold at the beginning and a relaxed threshold while merging regions. What's more, it also better meets the disparity consistency assumption.
With formula (7), an Improved-ST (IST) based nonlocal cost aggregation algorithm for stereo matching can be implemented, which is descripted as follows:
8: Aggregate costs and get D1 as updated result
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we have two parts to show the experimental results. To ensure fairness, there is no disparity refinement step introduced in 4.1; and we also set the same error threshold for each disparity map (1.0 pixel). For all the algorithms we have tested the error rates in non-occluded regions. But for final results with disparity refinement in 4.2, we also have evaluated the error rates of all pixels. For testing the time efficiency in fair, all the algorithms are implemented on a same PC platform with a 3.60GHz Intel Core i7 CPU, 16GB RAM and 64-bits OS; furthermore, all the implementations are estimated by using the C++ code. At first, Fig.2 visualizes the segmentation results of color images and disparity maps of Art with different algorithms. We name IST-1, IST-2 as the improved ST-1 and ST-2 algorithms. To ensure fairness, here for all the impleme-ntations we employ the same textureless handling matching cost computation method which has been proposed in [15] . In addition, there is no disparity refinement step introduced. Compared with the original color segmentation result (Fig.2 (a) ), ours ( Fig.2 (d) ) provides more segments and preserves more important boundaries. Due to this segmentation advantage, the proposed algorithm constructs a more faithful ST structure and perform lower error rates in non-occluded regions (as shown in Fig.2 (e) and Fig.2 (f) ).
Evaluations without Disparity Refinement
In this part, our proposed IST-2 and other five state-of-thearts aggregated based algorithms are estimated: MST [7] , ST-2 [9] , CS-GF (Guided Filter), CS-MST and CS-ST; where "CS" denotes the Cross-Scale algorithm [10, 11] .
For IST-2 we set } , , { 
And we set the parameters as:
IST-2. For other five estimated algorithms, we remain holding the original parameters in their implementations. Table 1 shows the detailed results on all 31 Middlebury stereo pairs. The normal numbers are the percentages of the error pixels in non-occluded regions and the subscript numbers are the relative rank in each row. Among the 31 Middlebury stereo pairs, IST-2 ranks 1 of 25/31 stereo pairs (marked with bold fonts in corresponding row). The average rank and average error rate are computed in the reciprocal second and third rows. We can easily conclude that IST-2 performs best overall accuracy and the best overall rank among six algorithms. For time efficiency shows in the last row, IST-2 ranks three among six algorithms.
Corresponding to Table 1 , Fig.3 visualizes some of our initial results compared with other five algorithms. For all the disparity maps are indicated with error rates in nonoccluded regions below and the error pixels are also marked with red color dots. Error threshold is still set as 1.0 pixel. It shows definitely that IST-2 performs much better than other five evaluated algorithms in matching accuracy.
Evaluations with Disparity Refinement
To obtain final results, a disparity refinement step is also needed in stereo matching algorithm. For all the estimated algorithms, we have implemented with the same disparity refinement strategy. Different from the former contents in 4.1, here we also have measured the error rates of all pixels (error threshold is also set as 1.0 pixel). Table 2 simply shows the average error rates and running time of all the six algorithms. It reflects that with disparity refinement all the results have reached improvement than themselves without disparity refinement in non-occluded regions. Even in this circumstance, our proposed algorithm remains keeping the top 1 rank among six algorithms both in non-occluded regions and all pixels. Although the running time increases, our algorithm still performs shorter time than CS-MST, CS-ST and CS-GF algorithms. Especially for CS-GF, it performs the longest implementing time. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we improved the ST based stereo algorithm by using a novel segmentation algorithm. Firstly, it provides an enhanced segmentation advantage and constructs a more faithful ST structure. Secondly, it also better meets the disparity consistency assumption. Based on this new tree structure, an Improved Segment-tree (IST) non-local cost aggregation algorithm can be performed. Performance evaluations show that the proposed algorithm outperforms than other five aggregated based algorithms on all 31
Middlebury stereo pairs and time consuming does not increase too much.
In the future, we plan to employ various improved or other segmentation algorithms into the ST based stereo algorithmic framework for obtaining superior results.
